
Corporate FM 

A New Film by Kevin McKinney & Jill McKeever

The Internet didn’t kill radio. 
Commercial radio is killing itself.

 
In 1996, commercial radio underwent a quiet revolution. In 
the wake of the new “Telecom Act,”  local station owners 
everywhere sold their stations to conglomerate groups as fast 
as they could. The new corporate owners gutted staffs.

For Immediate Release

Featuring interviews with Jewel, The Flaming Lips’ Wayne Coyne, and former Butt Hole 
Surfers manager Tom Bunch, and a wide array of DJs and experts who have witnessed radio’s 
destruction from the inside, CORPORATE FM presents the sad, shocking truth of the impact of the 
deregulation of the radio industry.

Corporate FM is about what happens when a city loses a communal microphone. Radioʼs broad 
coverage gives it the ability to unify huge populations. Unlike Facebook, Satellite radio, or web-
based music sharing apps, locally owned terrestrial radio can reach thousands of people across all 
incomes and ages in a local region at the same time with a message that is relevant to them at that 
moment. 

Unfortunately, as private equity firms bought out stations by the hundreds—only to stick the 
stations with the debt incurred—they also stripped everything that was human, local, or civic-
minded from stations in an efforts to chisel down to that bottom line. The model of a curatorial DJ 
informing listeners of new bands, especially local ones, was tossed for cookie-cutter stations with 
vast swathes of voice-tracked programming.

Worse, the death of privately operated local radio stations is not just destroying the stations that are 
bought up, but damning the future of all stations on the dial—the public and college stations as 
well. The entire medium of radio becomes threatened when there are only two stations worth 
listening to. By investigating how the financial system gutted commercial radio instead of growing 
it, documentary filmmakers Kevin McKinney and Jill McKeever reveal the problem and propose a 
solution that could revitalize the medium and rejuvenate the communities that radio is legally 
obliged to serve.

Director, Kevin McKinney is an independent filmmaker from Kansas City Missouri. He first 
became interested in radio as a 12 year-old in the Philippines where he would call in requests to 
FEN radio (a US military station). McKinney's previous films have investigated disability issues 
and the archeology of garbage. He was awarded winner or the Aspiring Filmmakers's Award by the 
Film Society for his previous film Planet Trash.



Corporate FM Sample Q&A

What inspired you to make this film?

The rock station in my hometown of Lawrence, Kansas went from being voted in the “top 10 stations 
that don’t suck” by Rolling Stone to a cookie cutter top-40 format within a year after the station was 
sold.  I was among thousands of ticked-off listeners. This was happening everywhere in the US at the 
same time.  This was just after the Telecom Act of 1996.  
 

How did the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“Telecom Act”) effect radio?

Before the Telecom Act, one company could not own more than 40 radio stations nation-wide.  The 
Act removed that restriction, ushering in an unprecedented land-rush to buy up stations and 
consolidate staffs.  The practical effect of this was that radio stations began to sound more and more 
alike because they were programmed by fewer and fewer people.  

Not surprisingly many of these stations failed and flipped formats many times over and over, creating 
a culture in the industry of impermanence and uncertainty.  Many of these failed formats occurred 
because station control was shifted away from the local staffs and to an out of town hierarchy that had 
no connection to the community. As a result, the duty of radio stations to serve their communities was 
largely ignored.

Does community radio or public radio benefit from poor corporate radio?

No. The conventional wisdom is that when your competition fails you succeed.  However that’s not 
how it works.  The radio dial is like a town. When a few important stores close, or change 
dramatically for the worse, the whole town suffers. It is normal for the most dedicated radio listener to 
switch away from their favorite station for 5 minutes and listen to a competing station when they are 
bored. Then they switch back.  But when there is nothing worth listening to on the other stations, then 
they leave the medium all-together and switch on the mp3 or the Pandora or the cd player. The town 
becomes a ghost town. 

Another way to think of it is like the Diamond District in New York. You would think that all that 
competition along that stretch of 46th Street would hurt each store, but it actually makes that street a 
destination to go to if you want to buy an engagement ring.  Radio used to be a destination because of 
healthy competition.  How long can the medium stand up if there are only 2 stations worth listening 
to?

Is this a public safety issue?

Yes: there are situations every day in the US where a staffed radio station could prevent accidents or 
save lives.  We hear about the big ones, like the train that derailed in Minot, North Dakota carrying 
anhydrous ammonia gas.  People tuned into the radio station, calling in for info, but all 8 stations in 
Minot were owned by Clear-Channel which does not employ night DJs. Worse, most corporate FM 
stations set their phones on “busy” so that listeners who are fooled by the voice tracking will not get 
mad that the DJ is ignoring the phone.  

Every station across America should have live staff to respond to emergencies, large and small.  Not 
too long ago, live DJs would on a snowy day urge you to check on the old lady next-door and shovel 



her walk, or warn you of the traffic accident that a listener called in.  DJs would motivate us with 
personal stories like the DJ who mentions that he survived chemotherapy and thinks it would be a 
good idea if his older listeners did not wait as long as he did to get a colonoscopy (“Just a thought. 
And now here’s another tune by the Eagles”). 

What is “voice-tracking”? 

Many people think of “voice-tracking” as just pre-recorded show but it’s actually even less personal 
than that.  It’s not like in high school when you recorded a tape of music and thoughts for your 
girlfriend and put a lot of time into it.  Voice-tracking is essentially the placing pre-recorded intros 
and outros into a spreadsheet in between songs and commercials. The DJ does not have to hear any 
of the music or commercials. Just about every commercial radio station is voice-tracked at night or 
carries syndication. They voice-track every evening starting at 8pm for most stations (10 or midnight 
for some) and then for the entire weekend.  Nobody is home in corporate radio on the weekend.  
Even in NYC many night shows are either voice-tracked or piped in from the satellite.  It’s a matter 
of saving money because the largest consolidators have the biggest debts.

Voice-tracking hurts the medium because it removes the ability for the DJ to react to the community 
in real time. The station is unable to play live song requests or mention spontaneous events, thoughts 
or feelings.  By removing the spontaneity of the medium it is no surprise that the medium seems 
bland and boring. 

Can public radio start a new music movement?
 

Not really. It can start it; but it won’t go anywhere without the high song rotation of commercial 
radio. We may have first heard Beck on the public radio show, “Morning Becomes Eclectic” or a 
college radio station show, but it was commercial radio that played it many times day after day so it 
stuck in our heads. Public and college radio tends to be interested in airing a diverse array of talent—
then it was commercial radio’s job to cherry pick a few tracks and bring them to everyone’s ears 
repeatedly.

What has the consolidation of radio ownership done to news departments in radio?

Consolidation allows owners to use a single reporter to serve several station in the same market. Not 
only does this mean there’s less of a drive to get the best story, but the fuller picture of event that is 
often arrived at when various reporters investigate is also absent.

The political leaning of the corporate owners heavily influences radio too. On the AM dial, Free 
Press and the Center for American Progress studied “News/Talk” radio programming (2007) and 
found that 74% of Clearchannel programming was conservative and 100% of programming on 
Cumulus was conservative. Is that a case of catering to an audience or creating an audience? 
Probably the latter. Cumulus is also the group that told its country stations not to play the Dixie 
Chicks after they made disparaging remarks about President Bush.

More info at www.fmfilm.com.  Filmmaker contact: kev@fmfilm.com 816-531-6215
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